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Abstract—Attempts to adopt the network data massively from the social media refer to provide the particular means in extracting the value from information space such as message, conversation, transaction and others, where the sources of structured data come from enterprise resources data and sources of unstructured data come from audio and video. It can be achieved to expand the process of extracting the value from social network to pattern the data sources to fulfil the organisation goal. This paper aims to reveal the way of big data approach in extracting data value from data complexity involving variety and velocity into the volume. This study was conducted using contents analysis by reviewing some literatures in peer-reviewed journals, chapters, books and proceedings in developing prototype using data analytics associated from the topic, users and time analytics. The findings reveal that big data emerging technology with analytic process provides particular advantages to transform the pattern of information fitted into the innovative environment of online learning resources (OLR) to enhance in developing the learning resources. Both prototype and model of data extraction value could be enhanced to facilitate the learning environment in supporting implementations with ease and convenience. This study is expected to contribute to improve the learning environment and outcomes.
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with performance and achievement by enhancing students’ learning process development to provide online resources in higher education context.
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1 Introduction

In the last decade, the shift paradigm of human life has been widely emerged from face to face interaction basis to virtual one. Especially in the information age to aid the life sphere including all aspects of our life, We are relying on information and communication technology (ICT) directly or indirectly. As a result, ICT use in all dimensions of human life can be generated into the data volume set into the pattern followed by the needs and demands. These distributions should be involved with the analytics patterns with big data approach. The data can come from online activities where the users usually upload, retrieve and also store the information shared through the Internet platform [1][2][3]. This will lead to fulfilling the model pattern of big data which can directly be engaged in supporting the human daily needs.

In terms of getting and collecting information with big data approach, this can be proposed to enhance the innovative learning model design [4][5]. Moreover, attempts to design and manage big data model for innovative learning refer to engage with managing and storing such kind of intangible assets such as report and documents referring to knowledge and information pattern with the purpose of administration basis [42]. As a result of providing electronic learning with pointing out the application software which is capable and designed to basically yield an integrated platform in delivering the content configured into supplying the accessibility with a wide range of users involving students, content creators, lecturers as well as administrators [6], such kind of benefit can be achieved with the attempts to ease the learning activity [7]. With pointing out the beneficial tool as provided in the online learning basis, academic institutions like schools and universities should facilitate in managing the expertise among the users by providing the number of corporations of training programs.

In line with supporting learning management aiming to successfully implement the learning process, providing online learning basis can be set up with the number of managing the process of automating the record-keeping with employing registration. Although many studies were conducted on big data in enhancing teaching and learning process [8][9][10], there are few scholarly attentions to address the approach of emerging technology with big data to generating to online learning sources. Thus, this study aims to fulfill this gap by reviewing literature on the big data emerging technology in giving insights into the innovative environment for online learning resources (OLR). Extracting the social network value is followed by the critical analysis to propose the model framework in delivering the material resources for the learning process.
Big Data Emerging Technology

Big data is a platform to generate massive data gathered from the user’s communication using digital devices such as tablets, smart phones, and laptop. With the numeric figures of data gathered particularly from the huge data amount, facts of statistics are being generated among the digital devices such as mobile phone, computer or laptop to extract the value of social network [11]. Towards the platform of big data emerging technology, data collection from the sources of traditional basis and digital one can be more complex and larger to manage with the computing technology use [12]. In the way to basically manage and analyse massive data amount, extra tools in generating big data analysis are required to settle such kind of several difficulties on the complexity of big data in both unstructured data referring to the unorganised information interpreted easily like pictures, documents, videos, and also social network site like Twitter, Facebook and WhatsApp, and structured data deriving from data obtained from the interaction among the users with machines such as web application use. Interpreted in many different ways in the way to describe massive data, both interaction and application use can be enhanced using volume, velocity and variety [13]. All these refer to assist in adopting the generated data to be delivered into the pattern which would benefit to the organization in terms of demands and needs. Moreover, the supplying system was also assisted by introducing the two characteristics including complexity and variability. As a result of handling the massive data generated from the Internet platform, these components would be adopted to analyse data appropriately in order to give insights of big data emerging technology which may later be fitted to the beneficial purpose as shown in Figure 1.

In line with the scales of data explored into the big data volume, attempts to manage the wide range of sources including structured and unstructured data should concisely proceed into the velocity with the way in streaming data to be analysed in further.

These like text messages, videos, pictures and many others need to gather the analytic process in order to generate the sources [14]. In terms of gathering the various sources which need the process with analysing the variety together with the velocity, the disparity of data flow depends on certain developmental indicators usually assumed to make decision and act quickly without wasting time. With this regard, velocity becomes more significant to let data information interpreted in the basis of big data approach on emerging technology. Thus, the companies or organisation have
chance to transmit such data to be interpreted referring to the needs and demands for instance health care purpose, teaching and learning materials.

Along with information divergences deriving from a variety of types such as Facebook contents and email as unstructured data and cash transaction as structured data, the variability of massive data could be generated into the trends of social media data. With this regard, the flow of data gathered from the variability refers to daily and seasonal and other reasons using big data methods in addressing interrelation with pointing out practical indications of relations among the variables [15]. Considering such events with the behavioural basis in high rate data flow, the categorizations which can be possibly linked to the data complexity should not be confused with data variety [13]. Moreover, the divergent types of data which comes from conversation, electronic messages, and photos or videos enable the initiative of data variety in finding the corresponding and connection among them which might later be organised using the analytic programs to transform the data from other sources like blogs, webpage and social network site (SNS). As a result, operational and analytical systems can be adapted into different type of data formats as an attempt to recognise the pattern of their connection in corresponding to organize data sources from other parts in transforming across the systems.

Furthermore, the result in utilizing such massive data should be enhanced in organizing and finding connection among diverse data sources like governments and corporations. Adopting data in helping to discover the issues, the way of operational systems in providing interactive workloads can be offered with a particular enhancement in offering the capabilities with an actual time primarily set out keeping the operational system together with analytical systems [16]. This initiative refers to enhance the basis of analysis on complex data bringing into the action through emerging technologies of big data approach. As a result, attempts to enhance the massive data generated to select their value can be combined into the operational big data system. It can be generated into databases for instance in the way to address a broad set of applications deployed in optimizing specific applications like database of graph [17][18]. Towards new cloud computing architectures to effectively use efficiently and inexpensively, operational big data can be made with easier attempts together with managing to address the limitations of traditional databases system. In the attempts to make faster in applying the analytical big data, these analytical workloads give insights in providing valuable information with the particular systems used to measure the resources by increasing data volume [19]. The ability to operate beyond the single server with operational and analytical big data system can generate the precious information to fit for the good purpose.

3 Innovative Environment for Online Learning Resources (OLR)

Addressing the basis of online learning in covering the system of information is configured into technology where this is involved between the users and their performance way including the strategies and capabilities. Enhancing online learning re-
sources is widely addressed into supporting the learning process. This is followed in sharing OLR based innovative environment to adopt the strategies which can be employed in facilitating the processes and stores, disseminating educational material, and supporting communication and administration configured into teaching and learning [5]. Attempts to run online learning process can be initiated to signify the course materials with pointing out management, distribution, and retrieval [13]. OLR is signified into the information systems where the process itself can be recorded well in convincing the efficient and efficient teaching basis [20][21]. With this regard, establishing the basis in supporting the teaching and learning process should accommodate dynamic interactive and alternative learning experiences among the students. Attempts to incorporate OLR with knowledge management from divergences of social networks and multi-channels could be generated into the process in providing learning experiences with comprehensive requirements.

As a result of aiming to reveal the big data emerging technology, the wide range of percentages among the teachers needs to understand the way of using technology as a dynamic tool to apply it well. In terms of OLR in assisting the framework of big data integration with cloud computing basis, the need to get improve the skills development should be considered as the task in supporting adaptive teaching performance and competencies. Among interpersonal skills in enhancing their teaching skills, students learning experience can be yielded into the myriad of useful resources together with the sustainable learning culture [22][23]. In terms of the dynamics of learning with ethical consideration, they can understand the good way to the learning process to enable them be aware of circumstance sphere [24][25]. In particular, sharing the knowledge together with pointing out the result about the academic performance can be carried out the engaged basis of integrating the video presentation, Internet sources use, and so on. This opportunity refers to maximise the use of resources from such divergent platforms throughout inevitably learning to achieve teaching and learning quality.

![Innovative Environment for Online Learning Resources (OLR)](image)

**Fig. 2.** Innovative Environment for Online Learning Resources (OLR)
Moreover, innovative environment refers to accommodate in realising the benefits of OLR among the teachers and learners. As an entire opportunity which can be adopted among the higher education (HE) context, the component of learning and teaching including interactive online video presentation for instance should be adopted in underlying the learning styles to meet the needs and demands among them as shown in Figure 2.

In line with addressing the wide ranges of needs for teaching and learning purpose, online resources such as data sets or podcasts where the teachers show the video in class would emerge in providing the gateway with a whole level of learning. In this view, addressing the range of learning styles to point out individual online interaction needs to support technology resources including computers, smartphones, tablets, digital cameras, networks and social media platforms, etc. [26][27]. As a result, OLR can be initiated to integrate among the lesson plans, curriculum, and subjects exposed easily available among the learning activities to make it successful. With this initiative to all sorts of learning activities integrated through themed activities in daily classroom practices, the skills development in the management of accommodating the frequent online resources types such as online journals, online books, or databases can be more manageable through more unique approaches with the plenty of benefits for the online resources [28][29]. It can be accessed with progressing the professional opinions combined into the teaching management covering space, time and frequency in the way to get information data using medium of online electronic message such as e-mail [30][31]. Both availability and accessibility of resources in pointing out convenient basis in the adoption within anytime and anywhere need to arrange the knowledge construction which may possibly be integrated into technology tool. In particular, the massive pervasive knowledge could be accommodated through the ICT advancement in learning and teaching activities.

4 Big Data Emerging Technology for OLR based Innovative Environment

The innovative environment basis which is distinctively engaged into big data emerging technology to support the learning interaction refers to enhance the way in transmitting the platform to transfer the data value. With an entire process to extract the social network in engaging the learning sources, the pattern here refers to structured and unstructured data [6][12]. Extracting the potential content value aims to improve the experiential learning basis with regard to adopt the massive open basis which enables the learners to get access on online sources freely [11][14]. In terms of enhancing the number of participants, the convenience in underlying the learning process can be managed in pointing out the competence of technological basis. As a result, working together with managing the learning style in the way to assist the learners with the strategies configured into the innovation with big data analytic process would enhance information in enabling to effectively reach their interest and needs [32]. In particular, online activities can be deployed with technology adaptive skills which may help accommodating the learning material resources. In this view,
the raise of the potential enhancement in finding out unlimited number on online activities is entirely configured using any subject aligned to assist the learning performance. In terms of the way to achieve the effective online learning with the easy access, the usability extent towards the technology-based learning refers to an initial requirement with a particular achievement in the way of human awareness to drive it appropriately [33][34]. Both process and management skills should be engaged into the application guideline to support assessing the multi-channels of sources of knowledge [35][36]. With regard to attempting to obtain the computer interface design in determining the benefit about the big data application, making useful about the potential data refers to get involved into the learning style designed with the basis of innovative approach. It refers to transform the reflective essence in empowering the learning environment innovatively in providing OLR platform basis.

In terms of providing the opportunities in the way to maximize the potential data value collected within big data approach, attempts to obtain the distinct feature in online learning systems refer to the pattern of integrated learning innovatively to transform the interactive practice configured with self-regulated inquiry [35][37]. With this regard, the inquiry basis regulated into the customized and personalized services into the learning process offers the knowledge delivered to explore the potential data with an entire initiative to see the behaviour performance [38][39]. As a result of viewing the students’ learning way, the ability with more precision in managing the materials prepared in such extents of the system needs to take in particular to supply the resources of link which is fitted to the relevant needs and interest.

![Big data analytic process](image)

**Fig. 3.** Big Data Emerging Technology for OLR based Innovative Environment

Moreover, developing the structure of learning course through understanding the learning quality in the way to determine the activities is entirely a pivotal essence to
generate learning activities with enabling them to get access among the wide ranges of webpage [40][41]. Figure 3 shows big data emerging technology for OLR based innovative environment. Performing the detailed activities frequently refers to an entire effort to undertake innovative environment in big data emerging technology for OLR. As a result of understanding the initiative to provide the topic content, it can be achieved from the pattern by adopting their activities to the system related to the needs of personal learning appropriately. In terms of the initiative to raise the platform in attracting increasingly to the attention basis, big data emerging technology for effective learning integrated into the approach with an essential competence could be engaged into the operational system design.

In particular, technology usage demand on Internet basis would make the model of learning style adopted specifically among the learners in their own capacity basis. Enhancing the serious effort with the models of big data integration stage attempts to get access for online resources using electronic devices convert to shift from the traditional basis to virtual approach in the way with a variety of innovative learning interactions through high-impact educational experiences [43]. Big data emerging technology offers an entire enhancement with its data analytics to generate the massive data patterned into the need and demand referring to the online resources for teaching and learning. As an attempt to obtain the initiative in improving the students’ learning process and achievement, the extent to propose the innovative learning design configures the empowerment by expanding pedagogy and technology skill. With this regard, the basis of big data emerging technology analytic process attempts to support the initiative way of teaching and learning process. Big data approach integrated into online learning in the way to addressing the learning behaviour is supposed to give insights in contributing the reference model of big data emerging technology for OLR initiative basis.

As a result of contributing the insights for the research agenda, the idea initially in focusing on multi sources data provides the recommendation to propose the model framework in delivering the material resources in the learning process. With big data emerging technology, adopting the network data massively from the social media would enhance in providing the particular means in extracting the value from information space such as message, conversation, transaction and others [44], where the sources of structured data come from enterprise resources data and sources of unstructured data come from audio and video [32]. Expanding the process of extracting the value from social network to pattern the data sources to fulfil the organisation goal aims to reveal the way of big data approach in extracting data value from data complexity involving variety and velocity into the volume. It can be achieved to develop prototype using data analytics associated from the topic, users and time analytics.

5 Big Data Emerging Technology in Supporting Resources for Online Learning

The basis of innovative environment for OLR provides the learning sources with its distinctive pattern specifically in enhancing the learning performance. It rises to
advance the way more convenient and active to contribute in supporting the learning performance [10]. The pattern with innovative basis in assessing the learning resources refers to engage in assessing learning material resources. As a result, the convenient and innovative basis in the approach for adopting intervention, customization and personalization should be engaged with adopting the way in absorbing the massive data amounts. Moreover, attempts to adopt data sources such as surveys, social network sites, newspaper and other sources would be achieved in the practical basis to cover the assortment and volume [45]. In terms of supporting ORL in the way to configure the self-regulated inquiry, attempts with interactive essence configured into the innovative style may become an entire element to commit the learning style by maximizing the resources of learning material assessed in the way to strengthen the learning environment basis [5][46]. Empowering the OLR with big data approach can be seen in assessing material resources more flexible and to maximize the way in operating time and place. In particular, contributing the significant enhancement in terms exploring online resources has an insight to do with the big data emerging technology initiative in supporting the learning process. Determining the guide way in gaining multitude resources refers to attempt to enable them in getting more benefits with encouraging controlling particular technology basis.

In line with determining the way supported in learning instruction, the subsequent enhancement in the way to transform the performance basis to raise the achievement can be taken in benefiting the students’ development to strengthen the entire interaction within the process of interaction. Attempt to achieve in encouraging the learning style more actively engaged into getting the way entirely with instructional process to improve thinking skills has to do consequently with boosting their confidence to raise the skills of learning enhancement [46]. Adopting big data emerging technology with actively presenting the knowledge basis and skills is fundamental with powerful skill and adaptive technology in achieving flexibility and connectedness.

Advancing the way more convenient and active

- Powerful skill and adaptive technology
- Achieving flexibility and connectedness
- Material resources (message, conversation, transaction)
- Integrating knowledge and skills learning enhancement

Fig. 4. Big Data Emerging Technology in Supporting Resources for Online Learning
Moreover, the committed mission in giving insights into the online learning basis undermines the control basis within integrating high-quality information [47]. The effort which students may employ in interacting with the learning environment can be engaged into the following extent of engagement including meaningful learning with its interaction. Allowing them to interact with such distinct kinds is significant to assist learning process attentiveness. Designing the innovative learning referring to integrate knowledge and skills generates the valuable insights of skills integrated into the approach of innovative basis on learning enhancement. This regard would be adaptively strengthened with big data emerging technology.

Figure 4 shows big data emerging technology in supporting resources for online learning. The way of big data emerging technology to support OLR refers to progressively strengthen the subsequent extent of introducing, preparing and managing the arrangements of learning within online basis [46]. As a result, considering the learning approach to improve necessary implementation basis will lead to enhance the convenient way of learning style. With more upgrade to cover such usability on the technology platform, successfully implementing the way of learning process should be prepared in providing the better facilitation with the support of technological tool within the activities of learning process with borderless space. Through utilizing extraction of massive data amounts created every second across the social network, innovative based learning model considered into the kind of learning activities is subsequently regulated in providing the entire extent of beneficial values in strengthening pervasive knowledge based learning enhancement [5][45]. With regard to the technological empowerment in enhancing the learning basis within the perspective of anywhere and anytime context, technological tool with big data-based learning sources points out the academic skills on the availability of influencing the effectiveness of learning with a sufficient support in the way to corporate the collaboration basis. An attempt to empower the orientation in enhancing the practical strength would enhance to make easily in gaining the learning sources with the big data analytic approach [48]. Emphasizing the voluntary data complemented particularly into the big data analytics with the learning process should be engaged in making a whole context to underlie online learning sources indicators in the way of assessing the practice by widening the data complexities.

In particular, perfecting the use of whole load of information modified to check in enabling the students to have chance in creating their interest into the particular subject about the certain topic gathered through online sites when connecting technology that acts as a medium in the Internet basis. The form of collecting such different structured data needs to expand worldwide of information within the development concept of pedagogy in the digital era [49]. Moreover, information pattern referring to data elucidation in SNS basis offers sites to let the users to have such different experiences in searching for materials collection. In terms of storing the uploaded materials used within wide range of programmes, big data emerging technology refers to have the skills particularly in using the digital devices required into the good Internet connection [50]. Towards the highly advanced modern technology, the completion of setting the skills with allowing the technology connection among the users is reserved to entering the particular web address. As a result, the Internet basis for postings and
uploads of webpage or websites in addressing the process being made in the way which is formed into the basis of numerical format and words through online would automatically be saved in the big data. This initiative would be viewed in the basis of getting information data massively. Moreover, taking roughly about the set up for the specific web address would show the screen computer which can be managed among the users.

6 Conclusion

Revealing the theoretical basis on big data emerging technology to give insights into the innovative environment of OLR, this paper provides a model of framework designed to help teaching and learning through the facility on learning resources. Designing the interactivity of big data on OLR construction refers to enhance in giving experiences in distinct educational exploration to assist the students’ learning environment. Big data emerging technology with analytic process provides particular advantages to transform the pattern of information fitted into the innovative learning environment to enhance in developing the learning resources. Both prototype and model of data extraction value could be enhanced to facilitate the learning environment in supporting implementations with ease and convenience. This study is expected to contribute to improve the learning environment and outcomes with performance and achievement by enhancing students’ learning process development to provide online resources in higher education context.
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